
  Brian Jerome, percussionist, vocalist, arranger, composer, producer. Born in Lansing Michigan, he has come into his 
own time, which is past-present-and future. He was born in the Midwest during the Motown era, with strong influences 
in harmony, rhythm, and soul. Without ever forgetting his roots in Rock N Roll, Brian’s range is endless.  Taught drums 
at an early age by Hal Sauters, legendary drum instructor from his home town of Owosso Michigan, and vocals by Dr. 
Gerald Gilbert, critically renowned choral instructor in the Mid-Michigan area. Brian was brought into a tight nit musical 
home town society, which honed his craft and created the inspiration that made him the talent that he is today.  
Seasoned in the Midwest, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North & South Dakota, Brian learned how to sell out a 
crowd and bring down the house with amazing energy and intense stage presence. Coming to the west coast which 
brought him into the next level of his musical relationship, he fell in love with the people and the scenery which helped 
him become even more creative. Introduced to some musical icons from the Pacific Northwest and the world renowned 
Portland Oregon music scene, Brian was destined to make his mark in the musical world by beginning his recording 
career at an early age of 19. He has since performed an endless amount of shows throughout the west coast since the 
early 80s, up to this present day. Brian has had the pleasure of sharing the stage with the most amazing drummer who 
ever lived, Bruce Carter of Pleasure, and has performed with the hottest talents from the Pacific Northwest. His most 
recent effort has been his lifelong goal of self producing a CD containing a collaboration of material from his best friends
 The creation has evolved into the form of “Stylism” which is Brian’s first commercial release. Brian credits his success 
to his family and friends, who have allowed him to grow musically throughout all his life and made him the personality 
he is today, which is the essence of Brian Jerome.


